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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Trinidad in southeast Colorado is located alongside an overpass for Interstate-25 that
contains multiple on- and off-ramps in need of sufficient illumination. City planners wanted to
avoid light spilling from the overpass onto the town and opted for a unique lighting design that
involved embedding light-emitting diode (LED) lighting into the concrete barriers of the
overpass. This design limited the amount of light spilling from the overpass by keeping the light
concentrated to the roadway. This unique design is the only one of its kind known and no
analysis of visibility had ever been conducted prior to this research.

Project Description
The primary intent of this project was to determine how well the lighting system on the Trinidad
overpass lent itself to visibility. The project used a specially equipped vehicle for performing
tests of Small Target Visibility (STV), which capture data on the ability of participants to detect
small colored objects. This method is common for determining the amount of visibility produced
by a lighting system and can be directly correlated with safety for both drivers and pedestrians.
The lighting system was also characterized in terms of luminance and illuminance to better
understand the areas of the roadway that the system might favor or neglect. A vehicle outfitted
with an in-house light measurement system was used to collect information about the lighting
system and how it interacted with passing vehicles and stationary targets.

The project consisted of two areas of interest. The southbound portion of I-25 contained
embedded lights aimed down the forward roadway, and the northbound lanes contained
embedded lights aimed directly across the roadway.

Subjective Survey
A questionnaire was administered to the participants by the research team. After participants
traveled through the test area and detected the targets, they were asked questions about the
impact of glare and if they noticed a difference between either travel lane in terms of comfort
and visibility.
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Objective Testing
Thirty-six people participated in the target detection portion of the study. As the research vehicle
traveled through the test area, participants inside the vehicle responded to the detection of a
target on the shoulder of the roadway by pressing a button. These instances were flagged in the
data for later analysis to accurately calculate the detection distance.

Research Results
The results of this assessment indicate that the embedded lighting design does not perform
comparably to conventional overhead roadway lighting systems. Previous research conducted by
this same team has found overhead LED roadway lighting systems to promote detection
distances of small targets from as far as 233 feet. The embedded lighting system in Trinidad
achieved average detection distances of 95 and 86 feet for cross- and forward-aimed lights
respectively.

In addition, there was no statistically significant difference found between the two aims of the
embedded system (95 and 86 feet). These short distances suggest vehicle headlamps, not the
lighting system, were mostly responsible for the detection of the small targets. Because of the
narrow focal point of the lighting system, the probability that an object or potential hazard is
being illuminated sufficiently by the lighting system to be seen from further away is limited.

The survey results showed that in general participants are neutral in regard to the lighting system.
They did not indicate a preference for the aim of the system and did not find it overwhelmingly
glaring. Comments made by participants in the questionnaires did illuminate issues such as the
lighting system causing confusion when merging onto the highway and the existence of a strobe
effect taking place inside the vehicle as their vehicles passed.

The research team also noticed that snow becomes compacted around the fixtures inside the
barrier, which could result in limited light reaching the roadway during snowfall.
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The research team encourages further investigations of the lighting system. Namely, spacing and
aiming adjustments to the light system could vastly improve upon the system and improve
visibility while decreasing the strobe effect and other distracting characteristics. The following
bullet points highlight key adjustments that could potentially improve the lighting system in
terms of visibility.


Adjust the color temperature.
o Could mitigate confusion with headlamps for merging traffic
o May alter the contrast of potential hazards, thus increasing visibility on the
concrete overpass



Adjust the spacing.
o Could also mitigate confusion with headlamps for merging traffic



Adjust aiming and orientation.
o Other angles could relieve distraction and discomfort experienced by some
o Vertical adjustments may mitigate strobe effects



Increase beam width.
o Current system has narrow focal point
o Could increase uniformity of roadway lighting

Implementation Statement
The results of this research indicate the lighting design is an alternative; however, additional
considerations of the beam angle, beam width, beam height, and spacing may improve the
implementation of the system.
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INTRODUCTION
Trinidad is a rural town in southeast Colorado with the unique predicament of being centered
beneath an interstate overpass, or viaduct. With light trespass in mind, civic leaders and residents
preferred to not have overhead luminaires placed along the overpass. Instead, a solution was
offered to place a light-emitting diode (LED) lighting system inside concrete barriers along the
overpass that would predominantly light the roadway and not spill to the town below.

The lighting system uses vertically mounted LED strips. The strips were initially intended to
project light in the direction of travel of the driver; however, complaints from passers-by
influenced a change. The Colorado Department of Transportation (CDOT) tweaked the angle of
the lights in the northbound lanes to project directly across the roadway. Each of these light
orientations was available for comparison in the study.

This implementation of roadway lighting is unique, and its effectiveness compared with
traditional overhead lighting systems is unknown. This test involved an experiment conducted
with participants from the Trinidad general public and a local college. These experiments will be
compared with similar experiments performed using traditional lighting systems.

The objectives of the project are:
1. Compare the visibility of small targets on the Trinidad viaduct with conventional lighting
systems evaluated in previous studies.
2. Compare the visibility of small targets for each lighting orientation (north- versus
southbound lanes).
3. Gain feedback from participants about each lighting orientation.
4. Identify critical characteristics of the novel lighting design and evaluate efficiency.
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BACK
KGROUN
ND
Lightin
ng System
The ligh
hting system
m in Trinidaad, Colorado
o, was origginally desiggned to havve the embeedded
luminairees project lig
ght forward in the directtion of traveel. Due to coomplaints froom citizens aabout
distractio
on and discomfort wheen traversing
g the overppass, CDOT experimenttally alteredd one
direction
n of the lightss to project directly
d
acro
oss the roadw
way. Figure 1 illustrates the two diffferent
orientatio
ons. These images are not
n to scale and do not rrepresent ann accurate ligghting projeection
but servee to represen
nt the concep
pt of the lighting installlation. The lleft image shhows the conncept
of the cross-road lighting orientaation and th
he right imagge shows thhe forward, aapproximately 45
degree, orientation.
o

Figure 1: Embedd
ded lighting system ligh
ht orientatioon (left: crosss-road orieentation, rigght:
forw
ward facing)).
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Vision
During daylight hours, the human visual system operates on a photopic level, thus allowing for
color perception using the cone receptors of the eye. When light conditions are extremely low,
the visual system operates on a scotopic level that utilizes the rod receptors.

Mesopic vision is a combination of both photopic and scotopic systems. A mixture of both rods
and cones are utilized. When driving at night under roadway lighting, or even with just vehicle
headlamps, the mesopic visual system is operating. Models for photopic and scotopic vision
exist; however, mesopic vision has been difficult to predict, perhaps partially due to the multiple
variations in artificial lighting.

Prior Work
The Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI) has performed similar analyses of LED
roadway lighting recently. The locations include Anchorage, San Diego, San Jose, Seattle, and
Honolulu. In these studies, various forms of conventional roadway lighting, such has highpressure sodium (HPS) or low-pressure sodium (LPS), were evaluated alongside LED lighting.
Various LED luminaires included different cut-off types as well as varying color temperatures.
The evaluations included subjective analyses by Clanton & Associates and objective analyses
coordinated by VTTI. Both objective and subjective analyses in Trinidad, Colorado, were
performed by VTTI.

Lighting Impact
A previous experiment conducted on the Virginia Smart Road found that small target detection
occurred predominantly within the reach of vehicle headlamps. The vehicle headlamps in the
study illuminated a small vertical target from as far as 300 feet. Detections of the small target
with only vehicle headlamps and no overhead lighting resulted in a detection average of 170 feet
and a maximum of 272 feet (standard deviation [sd] = 40.9, standard error [se] = 8.7).
Detections of the same small target with headlamps and fully powered overhead LED lighting
resulted in an average detection distance of 208 feet and a maximum of 476 feet (SD = 143.3, SE
= 31.3). The variance in detection distance for the latter scenario could be due in part to the use
3

of a gray colored target. The contrast of the target fluctuated as the vehicle neared, causing it to
occasionally blend in with the pavement background. The report for the Virginia Smart Road
experiment is currently under review.

An assessment of street lighting in San Diego found that an LED luminaire with an average
illuminance of less than 2 lux outperformed other luminaire types, including HPS and induction,
as well as other LED luminaires of greater illuminance in terms of detection distance. The
detection distance for this LED luminaire was approximately 134 feet. Another LED luminaire
with an average illuminance of approximately 6 lux provided an average detection distance of
only 105 feet. These findings suggest two things: 1) a dimmed LED luminaire can provide
comparable or even further detections than brighter alternatives; and 2) because a bulk of the
detections occurred within 300 feet, headlamps are still a critical force in small target detection.
The detection distances between the best performing LED and a conventional HPS system used
in the San Diego study were nearly even; however, the HPS luminaire consumed more energy.(1)
It should be noted that the purpose of the study performed and discussed in this report was to
evaluate only the safety of the use of LEDs in Trinidad and costs were not a part of the study.

A second assessment in Anchorage, Alaska, found similarities in the performances of overhead
LEDs with different color temperatures. The three LEDs compared provided detection distances
between 147 and 170 feet and consisted of 4300K, 4100K, and 3500K color temperatures. On
their highest settings, the LED luminaires achieved an average vertical illuminance range
between 4 and 8 lux. Compared with a conventional 400 watt HPS luminaire in the study (~18
lux average illuminance, 2500K on the Correlated Color Temperature [CCT] scale), the LEDs
provided a detection distance approximately 50 feet shorter than the HPS but used far less
energy. Again, these findings fall within the 300-foot range of headlamps. The findings also
indicate a cost in visibility associated with dimming luminaires and potential loss in detection
distance compared with conventional lighting systems.(2)

A third assessment in San Jose, California, also compared detection distances of LEDs to
conventional HPS luminaires. Here, the mean detection distances of the three different types of
LEDs compared ranged from 160 feet to 232 feet. The mean detection distance for the lone HPS
4

lighting system tested was approximately 196 feet. In terms of vertical target illuminance, the
three LEDs ranged between 8 and 10 lux while the HPS luminaire was 11 lux.(3)

Using these evaluations as a backdrop for comparison with the unique lighting system in
Trinidad, it is important to note that while these systems are vastly different in design they aim to
achieve the same purpose of adequately lighting the roadway. Other objectives of these three
cases include seeking opportunities for reduced energy consumption and increased efficiency;
however, the assessment in Trinidad is strictly meant to characterize the lighting system and gain
feedback on its acceptance.

5

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY
This project consists of a subjective survey and an objective analysis. The subjective survey
portion was meant to determine community acceptance of the embedded guardrail light system.
The objective portion was meant to determine visibility performance through the use of Small
Target Visibility (STV). Both portions of this project were completed with the intent of
evaluating the functional visibility and public preference for this lighting technology.

Equipment
The data collection equipment used during the experiment contained a variety of elements for
collecting illuminance, luminance, and participant response data. The Roadway Lighting Mobile
Measurement System (RLMMS) is a device created by the Center for Infrastructure-based Safety
Systems (CIBSS) at VTTI as a method for collecting roadway lighting data in addition to
participant response data while the vehicle is being driven.

A specially designed “Spider” apparatus containing four waterproof Minolta illuminance
detector heads was mounted onto the vehicle via magnets. The configurations of the illuminance
detector heads are detailed in a later section. An additional vertically mounted illuminance meter
was positioned in the vehicle windshield as a method to measure glare from the lighting
installations. The waterproof detector heads and windshield-mounted Minolta head were
connected to separate Minolta T10 bodies that sent data to the data collection PC positioned
inside the vehicle.

A NovaTel Global Positioning Device (GPS) was positioned on the roof of the vehicle. The GPS
device was connected to the data collection box and the vehicle’s latitude and longitude position
data were incorporated into the overall data file.

Two separate video cameras were mounted on the vehicle’s windshield. One camera collected
color images of the forward driving luminous scene and the other camera collected luminance
information of the forward driving scene. Each camera was connected to a stand-alone computer
that was then connected to the data collection computer. The data collection computer was
6

responsible for collecting illuminance, human response (reaction times), and GPS data, and
synchronizing the camera computer images with a common time stamp. Additional equipment
inside the vehicle consisted of individual input buttons for participant responses.

A specialized software program created in LabVIEW™ controls each component of the
RLMMS. The software synchronizes the entire hardware suite, and data collection rates are set at
20 Hz. Video image capture rate was set at 3.75 frames per second (fps). The final output file
used during the analysis contained a synchronization stamp, GPS information (e.g., latitude,
longitude), input box button presses, individual images from each of the cameras inside the
vehicle, vehicle speed, vehicle distance, and the illuminance meter data from each of the Minolta
T-10s (four total).

Participants
Participants were recruited through advertisements placed in newspapers local to Trinidad, as
well as through Trinidad Junior State College (TJSC). A psychology professor at the institution
granted our research team access to openly recruit members of her class in exchange for a guest
lecture on the topic of VTTI’s research. A number of participants were acquired via the
newspaper ads; however, a majority of the participants were students, faculty, or staff at TJSC.

The recruitment goal of forty participants was met; however, the study only allotted time for 38
to participate. The remaining two who were not able to participate were paid for their time and
dismissed. One of the 38 participants’ data was deemed unusable and removed from analysis.

The final data consisted of 20 males and 17 females. The average age of the participants was
33.9 years, ranging from 18 to 76 years. Aside from being at least 18 years of age and providing
a valid driver’s license, there were no other restrictions. Five participants did not include their
age on their questionnaire and are not accounted for in the average.
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Experimental Design
Route
The study route circulated through a small portion of Trinidad’s town center, just beneath the
Interstate 25 overpass, before entering the highway. The meeting place for participants was a
small, lit park-and-ride lot near the overpass. Once participants were loaded into the vehicle and
after the experimental instructions were given, the in-vehicle experimenter drove the vehicle to
the northbound Interstate 25 entry ramp toward Exit 15, US-160 E, Kit Carson Trail. One target
was placed in the overhead lighting section of this on-ramp.

The vehicle exited at Exit 15 and then re-entered the highway heading southbound. The reason
for this upper loop was to capture the entirety of the embedded lighting section traveling north to
south. The vehicle drove to where the embedded lighting began and entered a left lane closure
provided by CDOT. The vehicle’s speed was adjusted from the posted 65 mile per hour (mph)
speed limit to 45 mph. A CDOT vehicle outfitted with proper reflectors and beacons followed at
a safe distance behind the experimental vehicle while it was entering and exiting the lane closure
as a safety buffer. While in the mile-long southbound embedded lighting section, the vehicle
passed three targets placed on the left shoulder of the roadway.

Once out of the lane closure, the experimental vehicle changed lanes to the right lane. Shortly
after the embedded lighting ends, HPS overhead lighting begins on the right side of the roadway.
Just beyond the last of the HPS luminaires, another target was placed on the right shoulder of the
roadway.

The vehicle then took Exit 12 toward Starkville and re-entered I-25 heading northbound. Once
again, the vehicle entered a CDOT lane closure in the left lane just before entering the embedded
lighting section followed by a CDOT buffer vehicle. Three more targets were placed on the left
shoulder in the embedded lighting section. Once the vehicle exited the lane closure at the end of
the northbound embedded lighting section, the experiment was finished and there were no more
targets for participants to identify.

8

The vehicle exited the highway at Exit 15 again and re-entered the highway toward the Colorado
Avenue exit. After taking the Colorado Avenue exit, the experimental vehicle returned to the
queuing area below the I-25 overpass to collect the next set of participants. In total, the route
took approximately twenty minutes to complete.

The focus of the assessment was the LED lights embedded into the concrete barriers on the
overpass. The I-25 overpass is nearly a mile in length, with the lighting system embedded into
barriers on both sides of the roadway in each direction of travel.

Figure 2 illustrates the locations of the queuing area and the targets in the lighted location.
Green-labeled target locations are in the southbound lanes and blue-labeled target locations are
in the northbound lanes.

9

Figure 2: Overview
w of lighted
d route portiion.
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Targets were strategically placed on the highway so there would be no overlap in visibility. The
distances between the targets are shown in Table A. Note that Target 1 was placed on a
northbound on-ramp and was not in the same travel lane as other targets.

Table A: Distance Between Targets
Targets
Target 2 and Target 3
Target 3 and Target 4
Target 4 and Target 5
Target 6 and Target 7
Target 7 and Target 8

Distance Between Targets (ft)
1,584
792
2,270
1,003
739

Direction
Southbound
Southbound
Southbound
Northbound
Northbound

Experimental Tasks
Greeting Participants
Participants were assigned a time to arrive at the park-and-ride facility beneath the overpass to
begin the assessment. Approximately five participants arrived every half-hour, and up to three
participants could partake in the study at a time. Upon arrival, members of the research team
administered informed consent forms. Participants were queued until the experimental vehicle
returned to pick them up.

Vehicle Familiarization
Once participants entered the vehicle, the in-vehicle experimenter noted their assigned
participant numbers and started the data-recording software. A file was named on the basis of the
participant numbers in coordination with where they were seated in the vehicle. This was to
ensure that participants, participant numbers, and data entry were kept in sync. The in-vehicle
experimenter drove while participants sat in the front passenger seat, the rear passenger seat, and
the rear middle seat. The rear driver’s side seat was reserved for recording equipment.
Participants were required to wear seatbelts and sit in a position that allowed them to see out the
front windshield.
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The in-v
vehicle expeerimenter ex
xplained to participantss how to opperate their individual input
buttons. A practice target
t
was placed in the park-and-riide lot to deemonstrate too the particiipants
what sizee and shape to
t expect on
nce the assesssment begann.

Data Co
ollection
For the participant
p
portion
p
of th
he study, no
o lighting daata were colllected. Because the ligghting
system was
w embeddeed in the gu
uardrail, the light measuurement systtem needed to be attachhed to
the sidess of the veh
hicle, prohib
biting efficiient exit annd entry of the vehicle by particippants.
Because of this, the lighting was assessed separately. F
For the particcipant portioon, only the GPS
and indiv
vidual input buttons weree in use.

Fiigure 3: Ind
dividual inpu
ut button.
The indiv
vidual input buttons are handheld stticks with buuttons on the top (Figurre 3). Particiipants
held the buttons in their
t
hands and
a pressed down with their thumbbs as soon as they deteccted a
target. Th
he button prress was syn
nced with th
he GPS data so that upoon analysis thhe exact loccation
and distaance from thee target coulld be determ
mined.

Experim
mental Procedure
As the in
n-vehicle exp
perimenter drove
d
the ro
oute, particippants pressedd individuall input buttoons as
soon as they could identify thee presence of
o a target oon either shhoulder of thhe roadway.. The
participan
nts were ask
ked not to sp
peak through
hout the testt portions off the route inn order to not tip
off other passengers of a target’s presence.
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There weere eight tottal targets placed along the route, aand six werre in the em
mbedded guarrdrail
lighting section.
s
These six were on
o the left sh
houlder of thhe roadway as CDOT cllosed the left
ft lane
to make it exclusive to the experrimental veh
hicle. The otther two targgets were pllaced on the right
shoulder of the roadw
way and nott in the embedded guarddrail lightingg section. Onne was placeed on
an on-ram
mp to I-25 and
a another just beyond
d a segment of overheadd HPS luminnaires outsidde the
embeddeed guardrail lighting
l
secttion. The targ
gets were paainted either red or blue (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Detection targets
t
used
d within testt area.
Targets placed
p
in thee lighting secction were spaced
s
at onee quarter andd half distannces betweenn two
fixtures. For examplee, in Figure 5, assuming traffic is mooving left too right in thiss diagram, taargets
are placeed at either th
he 1/4 or 1/2
2 positions. Specific detaails about taarget placem
ment are discuussed
in a later section.
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Figure 5: Target
T
placcement.

Questio
onnaire
Once thee vehicle co
ompleted thee route and returned too the park-aand-ride faciility, particiipants
exited the vehicle and returned to
o the initial research
r
team
m members who had greeted them. They
were adm
ministered a ten-question
n questionnaire with a coomments secction meant tto gain insigght on
their acceeptance of th
he embedded
d guardrail liighting technnology.

Limitatiions
The research team was
w limited to
t using only
y the left lanne of the I-225 viaduct tthrough Trinnidad.
m
righ
ht exits in eaach directionn, CDOT optted only to cclose the left
ft lane
Because there were multiple
f participaants as well as the natuurally flowiing traffic thhrough the area.
to preserrve safety for
Orange cones
c
were placed
p
on th
he centerlinee of the highhway to inddicate the laane closure; these
cones maay have caussed shadowss across the road from thhe embeddeed lighting inn the guardrrail of
the right lane and maay have affeccted the conttrast of the taargets on thee left shouldder.

moved by CD
DOT,
For the liighting and characterizaation evaluattion, the connes had alreaady been rem
so lumin
nance and illuminance
i
data are not
n exactly representatiive of how the particiipants
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experienced the route. However, it is thought that the effect of the lane closure will have minimal
impact when comparing lighting metrics to the participant responses.

The characterization was completed using a large sport utility vehicle. The height of the vehicle
and placement of mirrors are likely not the dimensions of an average vehicle traveling on that
particular stretch of highway.

Data Analysis
The participant input is part of the data stream collected via the RLMMS. The format of the data
can be imported into Microsoft Excel, where the data can be reduced. The exact moments at
which participants pressed their buttons upon detection of the targets were extracted and GPS
distances were calculated to the next target to quantify distance. After the distances of each
detection point to the target were calculated, Statistical Analysis Software (SAS) was used to
analyze the data.

The characterization data acquired were analyzed using a similar method. The filename for each
luminance image recorded is placed into a data stream synced by GPS and time recorded by the
RLMMS. These images were ported to an in-house-developed MatLab® program used to
calculate the luminance and background luminance of traced images. Trained reductionists “cutout,” or traced, the outlines of targets in the images, then built-in algorithms calculated the
luminance and contrast. These results were then ported to a format compatible with SAS for
statistical analyses.
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RE
ESULTS
Lightin
ng Charactterization and Evalu
uation
The partticipant porrtion of thee study wass complete once all pparticipants completed their
questionn
naires, weree paid for th
heir time, an
nd left the prremises. Thee lighting evvaluation poortion
began sh
hortly thereaafter. Once th
he RLMMS
S equipment was set up,, the in-vehiicle experim
menter
redrove the test rou
ute. The rou
ute was driiven three m
more times,, once for eeach light m
meter
orientatio
on described
d below.

Vehicle Side Charracterizatio
on – Mean Illuminannce
The illum
minance metters were pllaced onto the
t vehicle aand held in place by m
magnets. Figuure 6
illustrates where the illuminance meters weree placed on tthe vehicle. The research team wantted to
investigaate how the light interaacted with a passing veehicle. Illum
minance metters were pplaced
almost ev
venly along the sides off the vehicle,, starting at 2 feet from the ground uup to 6 feet high.
The abiliity of magneets to stick to the metall sides of thhe vehicle w
was more truusted than thhat of
suction cups,
c
even though
t
suctiion cups cou
uld also utillize the passsenger winddows. Becauuse of
this, the contours
c
of the
t vehicle, the placemeent of door hhandles, and the locationn of side winndows
limited how
h evenly spread
s
on thee vehicle thee meters coulld be placedd.

Figure 6:
6 Light metter orientatiion, vehicle side.
Figure 7 and Figuree 8 show th
he average illuminance
i
results of aall four lighht meters foor the
embeddeed lighting system
s
when
n light meterrs were attaached to the driver’s sidde of the vehhicle.
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Each spike along the line represents a sing
gle light fixtture from thhe embeddedd lighting syystem
projectin
ng light onto
o the side off the travelin
ng research vehicle. Thhe vehicle iss traveling iin the
northbou
und lane; therefore the em
mbedded lig
ghting is aim
med directly aat the side off the vehiclee. The
left shoulder of the highway
h
is narrower
n
than
n the right sshoulder, meeaning the em
mbedded ligghting
n the left lan
ne would be closer and cause
c
the lighht meters moounted on thhe driver’s siide to
system in
measure greater illum
minance verssus the right lane. Considdering the aiim of the ligghting system
m and
ow shoulderr, it is expected that the “Northbouund, Left L
Lane, Left Side Illuminaance”
the narro
would reecord the hig
ghest illumiinance meassure of any side-vehiclee mounted sscenario in eeither
direction
n.

Figure 7: Northboun
nd, driver’s side illumin
nance.
The resu
ults shown in
n Figure 8 are
a the averaage illuminannce results oof illuminannce meters pplaced
on the drriver’s side of the vehiccle in the sou
uthbound laanes. The souuthbound em
mbedded ligghting
system iss aimed up the
t forward roadway and
d projected less light onnto the side of the vehiccle, as
modeled in Figure 1. The spike at the beginning of the line may be a result of a misalignedd aim
of one off the fixturess.
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Figure 8: Southboun
nd, driver’s side illumin
nance.
The averrage illuminaance measurrements on the
t passengeer’s side of tthe vehicle inn the northbbound
direction
n exhibited expected
e
resu
ults as the right lane yieelded higherr lux readinggs versus thhe left
lane (Fig
gure 9). The peak illumin
nances of the right lane are slightly,, though noticeably less,, than
the peak illuminances of the left lane for the illuminancee meters mouunted on the driver’s sidde due
to the diffference in th
he size of th
he shoulders.. The gap inn the middle of the peakss may repressent a
break in the
t barrier where
w
an on-ramp mergeed with the hhighway.

Figure 9: Northbound,
N
, passenger’’s side illum
minance.
Figure 10
0 illustrates the
t average illuminance of the embeedded lightinng system onn the right laane of
the south
hbound direcction with measurementss taken on thhe passengerr’s side of the vehicle. Taaking
into acco
ount the wid
de right sho
oulder and th
he forward- aiming light
hting system, this scenarrio is
expected
d to have the lowest illum
minance meaasurement.
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Figure
F
10: Southbound
S
d, passengerr’s side illum
minance.

Glare
Glare waas assessed using
u
a forw
ward-facing light meter mounted to the inside oof the windsshield
(Figure 11).
1 The aveerage glare from
f
each laane in each direction is representedd in Table B. The
illuminan
nce measureements, inclu
uding this glare
g
measurrement, weree recorded w
with no traff
ffic in
the same direction. However,
H
onccoming trafffic could nott be avoidedd and may haave had an im
mpact
on the glare readingss despite the existence off a separationn barrier.

Figure 11: Glare meeter inside ffront windsh
hield.
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The northbound lanes produced more glare, particularly in the left lane, than the southbound.
One possible explanation is that the southbound lighting was aimed forward. At one point in the
route as the road curves, the embedded lighting system in the southbound lane appears brighter
to northbound drivers. Also, the northbound lighting system orients more light toward the car
than the forward-aimed southbound lighting system. While driving through the northbound
section, lighting can be observed inside the car, nearly creating a strobe effect. This strobe-like
effect is not observed in the southbound lanes.

Table B: Glare (Lux)
SOUTHBOUND

NORTHBOUND

LEFT LANE

RIGHT LANE

LEFT LANE

RIGHT LANE

0.456

0.486

0.597

0.502

Figure 12 illustrates the amount of light reaching each illuminance meter on the side of the
vehicle. Per the figure, the projection of light from the embedded system is concentrated on the
lower half of the vehicle (24 to 39 inches). At 54 inches and above, illuminance is reduced to a
factor of around 10% of the lower half.
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Figure 12: Verticall assessmen
nt, northbou
und, left lane, driver’s sside.

on – Verticcal Assessm
ment
Vehicle Side Charracterizatio
The amount of verticcal illuminan
nce for each side of the vehicle in both directionns and both lanes
is detaileed in Figuree 13. The lig
ghting system in the noorthbound laanes projectss more lightt at a
height off 39 inches, or at about half the veh
hicle’s heighht. In the soouthbound laanes, the ligghting
system projected neaarer to the to
op of the veh
hicle, with thhe 72-inch-hhigh meter reecording the most
illuminan
nce, though altogether vertical
v
illum
minance in thhe southbounnd lanes waas less than iin the
northbou
und lanes.

It is impo
ortant to notte that the in
nward-aimed
d northbounnd lighting syystems had a higher inccident
illuminan
nce on the side
s
of the vehicle than
n the forwarrd-aimed soouthbound syystem. This may
indicate that
t drivers perceive
p
a hiigher discom
mfort or flashh level as theey drive pastt the luminaires.
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Figure 13:
1 Vertical illuminancee of vehicle side.

Lumina
ance and Contrast
C
Ch
haracteriza
ation
A return trip to the test
t site was made appro
oximately thhree months after the iniitial evaluatiion to
better characterize taarget luminan
nce. This characterizatioon included tthe use of tw
wo gray targeets of
the samee size and feaatures of thee original red
d and blue ttargets used in the particcipant evaluaation.
Targets were
w placed every twenty
y feet betweeen two of thhe embeddedd guardrail liights, which were
spaced evenly 80 feet apart on the highway
y. The layouut of the tarrgets is show
wn in Figurre 14.
ver, while meeasurementss were takenn only two taargets
Here, eacch target disstance is labeeled; howev
were preesent (at 0 an
nd 40 feet or
o 20 and 60
0 feet) to prrevent overllap in the luuminance im
mages.
Also, thiss image show
ws the forwaard-oriented lighting dessign; note thaat both orienntations, forw
wardand crosss-aimed, werre used for taarget luminaance characteerization.
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Figure 14: Target placcement (southbound exxample).
Figure 15
5 shows the recorded lu
uminance of the targets pplaced in eitther the left or right lanees for
each direection. Theree is not a sig
gnificant im
mpact on lum
minance betw
ween the dirrections of trravel,
indicating that the lu
uminance off the target was
w likely a result of veehicle headllights dominnating
the light contribution
n on the targ
get surface. The right laane in the soouthbound diirection did yield
less lumiinance, perhaps due to itts being furtther from the roadway aand aimed foorward insteead of
across, allowing
a
less light from
m the barrierr to directlyy reach the target. There is an obvvious
differencce between left and rightt lanes due to
t the widthh of the rightt shoulder being much llarger
than the left
l lane shoulder.
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Figure 15:: Mean luminance by d
direction and lane.
Figure 16
6 illustrates the amountt of luminan
nce at each ttarget position per direcction of travvel. A
significan
nt differencee between directions
d
off travel was the result thhat targets inn the southbbound
direction
n placed at 20
2 and 60 feeet from thee luminaire w
were “hot-sppots” in term
ms of luminnance.
Referring
g back to Fiigure 14, it is interestin
ng that the taargets at 20 and 60 feet would resuult in
higher lu
uminance vaalues. It is not believed that luminaiires in the oopposite barrrier impacteed the
target’s vertical
v
luminance.

In the no
orthbound trravel lanes with the crross-aimed llighting systtem, luminaance results were
nearly ev
ven among th
he targets. Itt is importan
nt to note thaat the target at 60 feet is still 20 feet from
the next luminaire, and
a its slightt decrease in
n luminance compared too targets at 00, 20, and 400 feet
oss-aimed lig
ghting system
m may be aiimed slightlyy forward, perhaps due tto the
indicates that the cro
design off the barrier.
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Figure
F
16: Mean
M
lumin
nance by dirrection and position.
Figure 18
8 shows the calculated Weber
W
Contrrast by directtion and lanee (Equation 1). The posiitions
of the taargets in relation to thee luminaires are not inccluded here.. Also, notee that the im
mages
recorded of the targeets were of varying
v
disttances and thhe interactioon with vehiicle headlam
mps is
not accou
unted for.

Equation 1:
1 Weber Coontrast
,

where

and

are lu
uminance an
nd luminancee backgrounnd, respectiveely.
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The targeet with the greatest
g
conttrast, Targett 2, was the last detectedd of all targets. Furtherm
more,
the target with the fu
urthest detecction, Targett 6, had the least contraast and was tthe only targget to
have a negative
n
con
ntrast averag
ge. An exam
mple of posittive and neggative contraast is featurred in
Figure 17
7.

Figure
F
17: Positive
P
(leftt) and negattive (right) ccontrast.

Fiigure 18: Mean
M
Weber Contrast b
by direction and lane.
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Mean Weber Contrast by direction and position is shown in Figure 19. As expected, targets
placed further from the luminaire (40 is in the middle) are not as contrasted, or visible, as the
targets placed closer to the light source. There is little difference between the north and south
directions despite the aiming difference of the lighting system. Luminance, shown in Figure 15,
indicates that the targets in the left lanes were more lit; however, with respect to contrast, leftlane targets were no more visible than right-lane targets. This may be a result of beam width and
the beam’s relationship to the road surface not allowing a shadow to form behind the object to
increase contrast.

One of the items for consideration is that the light sources had a fairly narrow beam angle and
had a definite “hot spot” (area of noticeably brighter light). The visibility is not equivalent
throughout the space between the luminaires, with those at 20 feet being more visible than
others. This impact of the hot spot was even more evidenced in the southbound lanes with a
higher degree of variability in the contrast. These measurement results indicate that a light source
with less of a hot spot and a wider beam pattern might even the visibility level throughout the
luminaire spacing.
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Figu
ure 19: Mea
an Weber Contrast
C
by direction an
nd position..
The diffe
ference betw
ween the rig
ght and left lanes in eitther directioon is the w
width of the right
shoulder. The edge of the left lane
l
is apprroximately 4 feet from the barricadde containinng the
s
wheereas the righ
ht shoulder is between 9 and 10 feeet wide. Targgets were allways
lighting system,
placed 2 feet from th
he white edg
ge line on either
e
side; hhowever, thee lighting syystem in the right
lanes neeeded approx
ximately 7 feet
fe to reach
h the targets but only 2 feet at the most for the left
lanes. Fig
gure 20 illusstrates the differences in the lanes in terms of W
Weber Contrasst. Unexpecttedly,
targets on
n the right sh
houlders aree apparently more visiblee based on tthe measuredd contrast deespite
being up to three tim
mes further aw
way from thee lighting syystem

Compareed to contrasst, the luminaance (Figuree 16) differennce of targetts at 20 and 60 feet comppared
with 0 an
nd 40 feet in
n the southbo
ound directio
on was moree drastic. Thee contrasts bbetween posiitions
in the so
outhbound laane are only
y mildly diffferent save ffor the targeet at 40 feett, which hadd less
luminancce.
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Figure
F
20: Mean
M
Weberr Contrast b
by lane and position.
A box plot represen
ntation of Weber
W
Contraast in each lane is show
wn in Figurre 21, Figurre 22,
Figure 23
3, and Figuree 24. Note th
hat these con
ntrast resultss do not conssider the varrying distancces in
which th
he images weere recorded
d. This, how
wever, is an aaverage of thhe contrast vvalues calcuulated
for each image takeen as the vehicle passeed. These reesults illustr
trate a rangee of contrasst, or
visibility
y, of the targ
gets. For insstance, in Figure 21 it iss clear that the target aat 20 feet haad the
largest raange of conttrast, indicatting an interaaction betweeen the roaddway lightingg and the veehicle
headlamp
ps. Also of note,
n
the con
ntrast of each
h target in eaach lane is poositive, meanning that thee face
of the tarrget is more brightly lit than
t
the road
dway itself.
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Figure 21
1: Box plot of
o left lane, northbound
d contrast b
by target position.

Figure 22
2: Box Plot of
o left lane, southbound
d contrast b
by target position.
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nd contrast b
by target poosition.
Figure 23: Box plot off right lane,, northboun

nd contrast b
by target poosition.
Figure 24:: Box plot off right lane,, southboun
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Illuminance Characterization
Vertical illuminance measurements were taken of each target placed 20 feet apart in the test area.
Two illuminance measurements were taken: 1) facing the travel lane and 2) facing oncoming
traffic and thus the previous luminaire in the embedded lighting system. These two
measurements were taken to characterize light impact from luminaires on the opposite side of the
road and the impact from same-side luminaires, respectively. These results are listed in Table C
and Table D.

The left lane southbound targets had the highest illuminance by a substantial margin despite
being contrasted less per the luminance calculations. The greater amount of light incident upon
the target may explain the higher and more focused contrast found in Figure 22. The least
illuminated targets were found in the northbound right lanes.

Table C: Target Illuminance Facing Travel Lane (Lux)
FACING
TRAVEL LANE
0 FT
20 FT
40 FT
60 FT

SOUTHBOUND
LEFT LANE
62.7
11.2
4.25
25.24

RIGHT LANE
3.57
2.85
3.45
2.80

NORTHBOUND
LEFT LANE
0.38
2.12
1.98
0.32

RIGHT LANE
0.66
0.88
0.71
4.59

Table D: Target Illuminance Facing Embedded Luminaire (Lux)
FACING
PREVIOUS
LUMINAIRE
0 FT
20 FT
40 FT
60 FT

SOUTHBOUND

NORTHBOUND

LEFT LANE

RIGHT LANE

LEFT LANE

RIGHT LANE

0.52
1.4
0.42
3.56

2.1
0.89
1.07
0.71

0.72
5.27
2.85
0.52

0.15
0.09
0.05
0.10

Table E describes the location and variables associated with each target used in the participant
detection portion. Targets are referred to by “Target Number” in the following results. In the
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“Location” column, the direction of travel in which the target was placed is detailed here either
by “NB” for northbound or “SB” for southbound travel lanes on “I-25,” or Interstate 25. The
“Position” column details the side of the road the targets were placed on, either on the left or
right shoulder. The targets were one of two colors: red or blue. The “Nearest Light” column
describes the light closest to the specific targets. Targets 1 and 5 were not in the embedded
guardrail lighting section but had overhead roadway lighting in their vicinity. The southbound
directions contained embedded LEDs that projected toward the direction of travel while the
northbound lanes contained embedded LEDs that projected directly across the highway.

Table E: Target Descriptions for the Participant Testing
Target
Number

Location

Position

Color

Nearest Light

1

NB I-25
On Ramp

Right Shoulder

Blue

Overhead LED

2

SB I-25

Left Shoulder

Blue

3

SB I-25

Left Shoulder

Red

4

SB I-25

Left Shoulder

Blue

5

SB I-25

Right Shoulder

Red

6

NB I-25

Left Shoulder

Red

7

NB I-25

Left Shoulder

Blue

8

NB I-25

Left Shoulder

Red

Forward-facing
Embedded LED
Forward-facing
Embedded LED
Forward-facing
Embedded LED
None
Cross-road
Embedded LED
Cross-road
Embedded LED
Cross-road
Embedded LED

Distance to
Nearest
Light

40 feet
20 feet
40 feet

20 feet
40 feet
20 feet

Target Detection
The following section describes the results of target detection by the on-board participants in the
research vehicle.

Mean detection distance by target is shown in Figure 25. Note that Targets 1 and 5 were not in
the embedded guardrail lighting section. Target 5 was a red target located out of reach of any
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roadway luminaire. It was detected an average of 30 feet sooner than Target 6, which was the
furthest detected target in the embedded luminaire section.

While the southbound orientations faced forward to illuminate targets similar to how vehicle
headlamps project forward to illuminate targets, the “cross highway” orientation yielded a much
greater detection distance. Participants detected targets approximately 27 feet sooner in the
northbound lanes of travel versus the southbound lanes.

Note that Target 1 was located on a highway on-ramp and may have incurred a ceiling effect due
to its location. In other words, as the vehicle turned on to the on-ramp, the target on the ramp
may have become immediately visible to some participants.

Due to nested variables and limited degrees of freedom, three separate Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) tests were completed. The first ANOVA considered only the targets in the embedded
lighting section and did not include direction of travel or color. Despite the differences in
detection distances shown in Figure 25, the results were not significant (p = 0.089).

There is no statistical relationship between the target’s placement in relation to the nearest
embedded light and detection distance.
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Figure 25:
2 Mean deetection disttance by tarrget.
The seco
ond test was an Analysiss of Covariaance or ANC
COVA. Thiss test is usedd to test the main
interactio
on effects off categorical variables on
n a continuoous dependeent variable, such as conntrast.
The covaariate, along with detection distancee, was Webeer Contrast, aas the differrence in deteection
between red and blu
ue targets is the focus. Because
B
thee research teeam was unnable to swaap the
o
the targ
gets were in position, coolor becomess a nested vaariable withiin the
colors off the targets once
target locations. Dirrection of trravel was ig
gnored in thhis analysis.. With Webber Contrast as a
covariatee, the differeence in detecction betweeen red and bblue targets iis significanntly differentt (p =
0.009).

Note thatt the ANCO
OVA only co
onsidered tarrgets within the embeddded lighting ssection. By uusing
Weber Contrast
C
as a covariatee, only deteections wherre a recordded luminannce image oof an
identifiab
ble target co
ould be considered. Thiss reduced thee number off detections cconsidered iin the
analysis from
f
188 to 121.
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Fig
gure 26: Co
olor detectio
on distance and Weberr Contrast.
Blue targ
gets were detected
d
app
proximately 22 feet soooner than reed targets annd had a grreater
calculated Weber Co
ontrast (Figu
ure 26). Both
h red and bluue targets hadd a positive contrast aveerage,
indicating the targetts were brig
ghter than th
heir backgroounds. The bblue targets likely stoodd out
p
in the embeedded lightin
ng section ddue to the coolor temperaature of the L
LEDs
more to participants
being clo
oser to the bllue region off the CCT sccale. The possitive contraasts may be ddue to the veehicle
headlamp
ps shining on
n the target.

The finaal of the thrree analysess focused on
o direction:: north verssus south. IIn this ANO
OVA,
direction
n was isolated and differrences in targ
get color weere not consiidered. The ANOVA diid not
find the directions
d
to be significaantly differen
nt (Figure 277).
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Figure 27
7: Mean dettection distaance by direection.
8 shows the results of caalculated Weeber Contrasst by target. Target 5 waas not includded in
Figure 28
this assesssment becaause of its lo
ocation in a dark area; im
mages takenn of the targget during thhe onsite charracterization were not adequate
a
forr analysis. M
Much like thhe luminancce measurem
ments
taken of the targets placed betw
ween two lum
minaires in the characteerization secction, these same
measurem
ments were conducted
c
off the targets used duringg the particippants’ detectiion portion.
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Figure 28: Mean Weber
W
Conttrast by targget.

Subjecttive Assesssment
The survey questionss are listed here:
h
1. The liighting on th
he road is verry comfortabble for the puurpose of drriving.
2. The liighting on th
he road is disstracting for the driver att night.
3. The liighting on th
he road is freee from glaree for drivers at night.
4. The liighting arran
ngement on the
t road makkes it easy too drive at nigght.
5. The liighting arran
ngement on the
t road makkes it easy foor drivers to see vehicless in
front.
6. The liighting arran
ngement on the
t road makkes it easy foor drivers to see vehicless in
rear.
7. The liighting arran
ngement on the
t road makkes it hard foor drivers to see vehicless to
the sid
des.
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8. The lighting arrangement on the north bound lanes is better than the one in the
south bound lanes.
9. Glare in the south bound lanes is less than the glare in the north bound lanes
10. The lighting arrangement on the north bound lanes is less distracting than the
south bound lanes.

Table F contains the answers provided by participants.

Table F: Questionnaire Responses
Question
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Strongly
Disagree
3 (8.1%)
4 (10.8%)
4 (10.8%)
4 (10.8%)
2 (5.4%)
4 (10.8%)
5 (13.5%)
2 (5.5%)
2 (5.4%)
4 (10.8%)

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

7 (18.9%)
10 (27.0%)
7 (18.9%)
8 (21.6%)
2 (5.4%)
9 (24.3%)
12 (32.4%)
10 (27.7%)
12 (32.4%)
10 (27.0%)

8 (21.6%)
10 (27.0%)
6 (16.2%)
8 (21.6%)
16 (43.2%)
14 (37.8%)
6 (16.2%)
16 (44.4%)
13 (35.1%)
13 (35.1%)

12 (32.4%)
8 (21.6%)
15 (40.5%)
12 (32.4%)
14 (37.8%)
8 (21.6%)
12 (32.4%)
8 (22.2%)
10 (27.0%)
10 (27.0%)

Strongly
Agree
7 (18.9%)
5 (13.5%)
5 (13.5%)
5 (13.5%)
3 (8.1%)
2 (5.4%)
2 (5.4%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)

Average
Answer
3.35
2.94
3.33
3.22
3.44
2.92
2.78
2.80
2.81
2.83

Though survey results indicated no significant lean toward the lighting either positively or
negatively, comments made on the survey do seem to indicate a general lack of acceptance for
the technology.

Comment 1: Lighting seems to be at wrong height for “normal”
vehicles- better if driver is in higher-sitting vehicles

Comment 2: The lighting makes it difficult to differentiate
oncoming cars when attempting to merge onto the highway. The
glare from the lights on the opposite lane of traffic (oncoming) is
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distracting. Would like the lights put at different angle or perhaps
colored in some way to differentiate traffic better.

Comment 3: The lighting on I-25 is a severe distraction. It seems
to have vehicles coming at you in all directions

Comment 4: I think the overall lighting is uncomfortable to drive
against

Comment 5: I feel the lighting gives off a strobe light effect which
is distracting

However, two commenters did appreciate the lighting system.

Comment 6: I think the light on the highway are cool I didn't see
anything wrong

Comment 7: The lighting is very useful to drivers on the road

Two other commenters left notes about the study protocol itself.

Comment 8: Saw the targets once the headlights hit them

Comment 9: Cones felt like they distracted my view of the targets.
Perhaps if no cones I could have reacted faster
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DISCUSSION
Considering the detection distance results for the embedded lighting system section, the furthest
average target detection was 145 feet and the closest was 80. In Table G, comparisons are made
of the results in Trinidad with the results in San Jose, San Diego, Seattle, and Anchorage. The
targets in each direction in Trinidad were combined and averaged so that the orientations of the
northbound and southbound lighting systems could be represented separately.

Note that differences in average detection distances in Table G can be attributed to variability in
lighting design, wattage, road geometry, environmental background, target color, and participant
protocol. The most similar background environment to Trinidad is San Jose.
Table G: Detection Distances of Luminaires from Similar Evaluations
Location
San Jose, CA
San Jose, CA
Anchorage, AK
Anchorage, AK
San Jose, CA
San Jose, CA
San Jose, CA
Anchorage, AK
Anchorage, AK
San Jose, CA
Seattle, WA
Anchorage, AK
Seattle, WA
San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
San Diego, CA
Seattle, WA
San Diego, CA
Seattle, WA
Seattle, WA
Trinidad, CO
Trinidad, CO
Seattle, WA

Luminaire
Type
LED
LED
LED
LED
Induction
HPS
LPS
Induction
LED
LED
LED
HPS
LED
LED
Induction
HPS
Induction
LED
LED
HPS
LED
LED
LED
HPS

CCT & System Type
5000K Overhead
4000K Overhead
4100K Overhead
4300K Overhead
4000K Overhead
2100K Overhead
1700K Overhead
4000K Overhead
3500K Overhead
3500K Overhead
4100K Overhead
2000K Overhead
4000K Overhead
3500K Overhead
3000K Overhead
2100K Overhead
3000K Overhead
5000K Overhead
3500K Overhead
2000K Overhead
3500K Overhead
Embedded Cross
Embedded Forward
2000K Overhead
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~Avg Target Detection
Distance (ft.)
233
223
213
210
197
193
190
174
167
157
145
141
138
135
131
128
125
122
105
103
100
95
86
68

As the table shows, the detection distances in Trinidad fall far below the average of this
assessment type. This means that the system is not as effective at highlighting targets as other
systems.

This may impact the public but the relationship of detection of safety is not

deterministic. Target 5 was placed in a dark section of the highway and was detected at
approximately 175 feet, which is almost double the distance of the average target placed in the
embedded lighting section.

The short detection distances suggest that the vehicle’s headlamps interacting with the targets
may be more responsible for the targets’ visibility than the embedded lighting system.

Significant differences between blue and red target detection distances indicate what would be
expected from a white light system. One appeal of LED lighting is the absence of the amber hue
of conventional HPS lighting. LED can produce a whiter light, which is assumed to be better for
color recognition. Per the XY Chromatic Diagram in Figure 29, HPS luminaires typically fall in
the CCT range of 2000K to 2500K on the Planckian curve. Most white light LEDs start at 3500K
and go as high as 6000K for a pure white ambience. The colors along the Planckian curve are
more visible at these color temperatures due to spikes in the wavelengths of the human visual
spectrum.

Although the detection distances and lane characterizations suggest that the lighting system is
insufficient for detecting small objects at a safe stopping distance, the questionnaires resulted in
a neutral reaction to the system. The comments, however, were overall critical of the lighting
system. Comment 1, for example, complained that the height of the luminaires was impacting
drivers of smaller vehicles whereas larger vehicles and trucks would not encounter the same
handicaps. The height characterization completed in this study indicates that the lighting varies
by each direction and lane, but more light appears to be focused at approximately 39 inches from
the ground. Common sedans, for example a 2013 Chevrolet Malibu or 2014 Ford Fiesta, reach a
total height of only about 58 inches.(4,5) Where the lighting system may focus on the door of a
larger vehicle, the lighting may intrude into the vehicle or reflect from side mirrors of a smaller
vehicle and cause distraction.
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Commen
nter 2 complains that thee lighting can
n cause conffusion whenn merging annd suggests tthat a
different color LED may mitigatte this effectt. White lighht such as thhat on the I--25 test sectiion is
preferred
d for color recognition and target detection. A
Adjusting thhe color tem
mperature oof the
lighting system
s
woulld likely deccrease its efffectiveness too discern color. Howeveer, adjustmennts in
the size of
o the light fixtures, theeir aim, and their spacinng could elim
minate this confusion eeffect.
These adj
djustments may
m also satissfy the comp
plaints of Coommenters 33, 4, and 5.

Figure 29: XY chromatic diagram
m (source: C
CIE).(6)
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Another concern abo
out the lighting system was
w broughtt to the attenntion of reseearchers durring a
bservation of
o the system after a snowstorm.
s
The snow ttends to beccome comppacted
casual ob
around th
he fixture, th
hus preventin
ng the light from
f
being ffully projected outward oonto the inteended
roadway area (Figuree 30). The design
d
of thee barricade iitself appears to be partlly responsiblle for
ound the fix
xture. Furtheer study intoo this effect m
may be requuired to deterrmine
trapping the snow aro
the impacct on the visibility.

0: Embeddeed lighting ssystem and snow.
Figure 30
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CONCLUSION
The forward-aimed southbound lanes and cross-aimed northbound lanes did not exhibit a
significant difference. The system aimed across the road promoted a greater detection distance
versus the system aimed at a forward angle, though there was only a 9-foot difference. Due to the
beam angle of the forward-aimed system, there is a high likelihood that a specific position
between two of the luminaires exists where the light is more focused, thus producing greater
contrast and detection distance. However, it is believed that none of the targets placed along the
roadway for this experiment were in that position. Referring back to Figure 7 and Figure 8, the
spikes in the illuminance measurements are indicative of a beam’s focal point. In Figure 9 and
Figure 10, these spikes are more obvious as the northbound lighting system is aimed straight
across the road and directly at the side of the passing vehicle. Unfortunately, due to the timing of
the study and a pending snowstorm, characterizations of the lighting system were not completed
until after the completion of the participant portion. The results of characterization of the system
might have led to changes in the object positions, and might have found a high point in the data,
but it did not impact the average results.

Despite the non-significant differences in the aim of the lighting system, neither produced an
average detection distance comparable with that of conventional overhead roadway lighting.
The system is produces minimal glare to drivers, and prevents light from escaping the roadway
and trespassing beyond the roadway barriers and onto the town areas adjacent to the viaduct;
however, improvements to the system must be made in regard to the lower detection distances.

The subjective assessment of the participants resulted in overall neutral results. However,
criticisms posed in the comments section are worth investigating. Questionnaire comments
suggesting that the lighting system is a distraction paired with results that suggest vehicle
headlamps are primarily responsible for target detection indicate an opportunity for
reconsidering the design of the lighting system. Though not mentioned by participants, a strobe
effect was observed by experimenters and may be of concern to those with a history of epilepsy.
The possibility of distraction should not pose an increased risk to the public, and the potential for
Epileptic response is relatively low.
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Future research should address these concerns with adjustments in light color, spacing, and aim.
The recommended activities are:


Research adjustments in color temperature.
o Could mitigate confusion with headlamps for merging traffic
o May alter contrast of potential hazards, increasing visibility on concrete overpass



Research adjustments in spacing.
o Could also mitigate confusion with headlamps for merging traffic



Research adjustments in aiming and orientation.
o Other angles could relieve distraction and discomfort experienced by some
o Vertical adjustments may mitigate strobe effects



Research adjustments in beam width.
o Current system has narrow focal point
o Could increase uniformity of roadway

All of these proposed adjustments have the potential to increase visibility.
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